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Mastering the FDA electronic
registration process
It has been roughly 18 months since the FDA Structured Product Labeling (SPL) electronic registration
requirement took effect. Ron Ball takes a look at what we have learned so far.

S

ince SPL electronic registration took
effect, nearly all firms required to register
and list their products have, through
one means or another, navigated the
system. During this time we have assisted a
variety of human and veterinary prescription,
homeopathic, and over the counter drug
manufacturers to file their information with
the FDA. We have seen firsthand how the
information submitted by medical gas
companies stacks up to the information
being submitted for other segments of the
pharmaceutical industry, as well as how the
medical gas industry is generally meeting FDA
requirements for electronic drug product listings.
This article will look at some of the common

pitfalls, and mistakes medical gas companies
have made with their facility registration and
drug product listings.
The transition from a paper registration
system to the new paperless process has not
been without its problems. However, there is
no denying that the new process is far superior
to what it replaced. Once you get used to the
system you will find it much more user-friendly.
For example, information updates that used to
take months, now take days. We have literally
submitted an information update for a company
one day, and seen the changed information on
the FDA's website the next business day.
More importantly, the new system now
facilitates getting the information out of the

system and into users' hands. Under the old
paper-based system, minimal detail submitted
by a firm was available for viewing by anyone
outside the FDA. By visiting various FDA web
pages you could verify a firm's registration
status, if they had a National Drug Code (NDC)
number on file, and what products and package
sizes they offered. This was about the sum total
of information that was available previously.
Since the old paper process permitted the
listing of only a single package size - "various
per customer order" - many gas companies
took advantage of this option over the years.
However, this meant there frequently was very
little "real" information available from FDA's drug
product listing website pages.
~
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When the new SPL process was introduced,
by incorporating available web technologies into
the system, the agency introduced a remarkable
new method of viewing drug product listings
submitted by firms. This new viewing process is
called Daily Med, (http://dailymed.nlm.nih.gov/
dailymed/about.cfm),
and through it anyone with
web access can now see a firm's entire drug
product listing, including copies of a firm's label.
The first thing you notice when viewing the
on-line submissions is that some medical gas
drug product listings (DPL) compared to the
DPL of more traditional drug products have the
appearance of a real minimum effort job. It is
also not uncommon to find that many medical
gas DPL submissions do not even meet FDA
minimum requirements. Since this information
is now widely available to everyone, including
your potential customers, it only makes sense
to invest the time required to make your drug
product listing as professional as possible, in
addition to meeting minimum FDA requirements.
Common mistake #1 - missing label
information
The SPL process requires firms to enter into the
form all of the information printed on the label,
and then to also attach a digital image of the
label to the file. By typing this information into
the SPL form it forms part of the code in the
form's XML file. Once in the FDA's database this
label information can easily be searched by the
agency, which is something that could not easily
be accomplished under the old paper system.
Label images are not searchable, and are
included in the DPL to allow Daily Med users
to see a visual representation of the actual
label on-line.
Unfortunately, a significant number of medical
gas DPLs do not have the label information
entered into the SPL form. They only contain
a copy of the label image. Firms, who have
not entered the label information into their SPL
form, have not met the regulatory requirement
for drug product listing under the new electronic
registration process.
Common mistake #2 - wrong label
information
Unlike more traditional pharmaceutical products,
which all have unique label contents, the
minimum language on medical gas labels
is standardized throughout the industry.
The Compressed Gas Association's (CGA)
publication C-7 Guide to the Preparation
of Precautionary Labeling and Marking of
Compressed Gas Containers, provides the
specific language recommended by the gas
industry for medical gas cylinders. Since the
FDA accepts the label language established
through the CGA process, every medical gas
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company can easily verify that their labels meet
the latest regulatory requirements by referencing
this document. With such an easy and publically
available process, one would therefore assume
all medical gas labels would be in compliance.
Sadly, this is not the case. We provide our
registration customers a free label review, and
through that process have found between 25
and 30 percent of the labels we receive for
review need corrections to meet the latest
revision of CGA C-7, and around five percent of
the labels were missing information required by
FDA regulation. In one instance a firm was using
an industrial label as their medical label, thinking
that these were the same. A notable percentage
of the labels we reviewed also contained
punctuation and spelling mistakes.

this information is now widely
available to everyone, including
your potential customers

important step, and inserted black and white
images instead.
Common mistake #5 - unreadable label
images
When inserting a label image into a SPL file, it is
important that the label, when viewed on screen
in the submission, can be read. Daily Med is full
of medical gas drug product listings that contain
label images that look like faxed copies of
faxes. In these DPL the label information simply
cannot be read on the screen. Once again, this
is not what the agency is looking for in terms of
label image quality, as the FDA wants the label
information to be readable on screen. When
you view your firm's DPL in Daily Med, if the
label image information cannot be read, you
need to update your information, and include a
higher-quality label image. We have found that
sometimes it is necessary to scan a label at
a higher image rate, and then manipulate the
image to a different resolution for insertion.
This typically preserves the readability of the
image, yet formats the image to the size that the
FDA requires.

Common mistake #3 - inadequately
sized
label image
The SPL process requires submitting an image
of each label with the drug product listing. The
FDA requires the label images to be a specific
file format and size. Through research and trial
and error we have learned that the optimal
image resolution for most labels is between 75
and 110 dpi. This gives for adequate clarity and
image readability, and still permits it to fit into
the SPL form. In reviewing Daily Med it appears
that many firms used the typical scanner default
of 300 dpi when entering their labels. Labels
scanned at this higher resolution typically take
up more than a page, and so often the entire
label does not display in the SPL form. The FDA
wants all labels to fit on a single page.

Common mistake #6 - wrong image
submitted
In the medical gas industry this mistake appears
to center around independent firms that
deliver bulk products. In submitting their label
information some firms took a picture of the bulk
trailer and inserted it as the label image. They
then submitted the trailer placard information,
DOT retest dates, and the trailer license plate
data as the label information. These firms
apparently did not understand that the product
Certificate of Analysis form, not the trailer license
plate, is the correct drug product information to
submit to the FDA. The Certificate of Analysis is
the document provided to the customer during
the bulk delivery process, and is the correct
information to use in the drug product listing
of bulk medical gas products. The use of the
Certificate of Analysis is consistent with other
bulk medical gas and Active Pharmaceutical
Ingredient (API) manufacturers, who submit that
information on their DPL.

Common mistake #4 - black and white label
images
Medical gas labels contain colored areas
referred to as diamonds. These colored areas
present a graphic representation of the hazard
class of the gas. Black and white labels
inadequately convey this important information
to potential downstream users, so all medical
gas labels need to be inserted into SPL forms
in color. Inserting a color image of a label is
quick, simple, and easy - but unfortunately
many companies did not take this easy but very

Common mistake #7 - no drug product
listing submitted
A small but significant number of medical gas
companies have submitted an electronic facility
registration, but never submitted an electronic
drug product listing for their company. It appears
in some cases that the firm thought they did
not need to submit an electronic SPL, since the
information was already on FDA's website from
the paper process. In other instances some
firms found the complexity of the DPL form too
difficult for them to accomplish, and gave up the
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process without submitting a DPL. In both of
these instances the firms need to complete and
file an electronic drug product listing with FDA to
complete the SPL process.
o
Common mistake #8 - not all manufacturing
sites listed
FDA regulations require that independent
medical gas manufacturers and home care
providers also list their bulk product suppliers on
their drug product listing. This means that the
location or locations from which you receive your
bulk supplies of medical gases used to transfill
into cylinders or dewars/tanks needs to be
entered as another manufacturing site on your
drug product listing SPL. We usually mark this
information as confidential on the submissions
we prepare for our customers, so that this
information will not show up on Daily Med.
Correcting submission errors
Just because an SPL file successfully passed
the FDA validation routines does not mean it
complies with all regulatory requirements for
Drug Product Listings. At some point in the
process a human reviewer will be involved.
Currently the FDA is catching many of the
above noted errors when the DPL are originally
submitted, but is aware that it missed some
due to the heavy volume of submissions over
the last year. Presently when a health care
facility complains to the agency regarding the
poor quality of a submission on Daily Med, the
agency contacts the submitting firm, and asks
it to make corrections. However, given the
standardization of medical gas Drug Product
Listings vs. more traditional pharmaceuticals, it
will be a relatively easy exercise for the agency
to review the medical gas DPL on Daily Med,
and firms with deficient submissions should
expect to be contacted by the agency with a
request to correct problems down the road.
We recommend that every firm should review
their DPL on Daily Med, and if staff see some
or all of the problems listed in this article in a
company's drug product listing, we encourage
you to act now and correct the information, and
not wait for FDA to contact you.
The re-registration process
Many firms are now contemplating their second
foray into the FDA SPL system to process their
2011 registration, and they face two potential
options. FDA provides a no change notification
SPL form that comes with the other SPL forms
in the files you originally downloaded. By
properly completing this form a firm can submit
a no change update to any existing form on file
with the agency. A key point to remember here
is that the Set ID # on the update form has to
correspond to the Set ID # on the form
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Correct cylinder labeling is essential, for FDA
requirements and for your customers.

originally submitted.
If the SPL information for your company has
changed since your last submission, then you
will need to revise and re-submit the same
form containing the updated information.
Make sure you follow FDA's SPL form revision
procedures exactly. Also don't forget to update
your electronic certificate in you used a one
year certificate initially. Once you get the
updated certificate, you will have to re-export
the keys and send the public key to FDA. If
you forget don't get too concerned, the agency
typically sends a reminder email.
The new SPL process helps the FDA to
provide a new level of Drug Product Listing
information to health care facilities and the
public. Unlike in the past where most of
this information was a matter of record only
between the submitting firm and the FDA,
this information is now available globally via

the World Wide Web. Firms with carelessly
assembled, incorrect, or incomplete drug
product listings will have that as part of their
public company image. In the highly competitive
medical gas market, a well- presented and
complete drug product listing, and the company
image it portrays, is likely to make the
difference with some customers when they
choose a supplier. IT...:.
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